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Abstract— Communication is very important to get the 

information about any subject matter and to make the 

decision. It may in military/defense sector, telecom, and 

medical sector or in missiles technology, secure transfer of 

information in very important to make the proper decision 

making. Sensors are deployed in numerous application to 

collect the information which are transferred to base station 

for the decision making process. Provenance based method is 

used to ensure the safety of the data. The provenance 

information is encoded in in-packet bloom filter and data is 

transferred to the base station through the shortest path. The 

base station regenerate the data and further helps in the 

decision making process. This method is extended to detect 

the compromised node which ensures the safety of the data 

packet. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensors networks in today’s era are one of the most 

used and widely growing methods of the communication in 

the world. As its use increases the safety concern for the 

communication also gradually increases along its side. Safety 

of the transferred data has become the one of the main 

concern. Many sensors are deployed in the various 

application to collect the information which is transferred to 

the base station .The bulk number of data are transferred 

through the sensors which are used for the various decision 

making. So any faults in the data transferred leads to the 

unexpected damages. It could be in the defense sector, 

military, medical or any artificial intelligence. 

 Huge number of data is collected at the numerous 

sensors deployed. Those data need to be transferred safely to 

the base station. Collected data packets passes through many 

number of intermediate node before it reaches to the base 

station. Transferred data may get manipulated by intruder on 

the way to base station and the wrong decision may take place 

which is main concern. Hence provenance based method is 

used to ensure the safety of the data transferred. Provenance 

encoding and decoding mechanism is introduced which 

embed provenance information. Node and path information 

is provided to every node on the path. This information is 

stored in the header of the data pack. It helps to know about 

the history of the data, previously traversed path and next 

node where data has to be traversed. The base station extracts 

and verifies the provenance information. The provenance 

information further helps to detect the packet drop in the 

particular node. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig 1: System design 

The source node collects all the information from the sensors. 

The packet data is provided with the provenance information 

which includes node information .The connection between 

nodes is established providing the path cost for each and 

every node .The shortest path is selected for the transmission 

of the data packet and transmission starts. The base station 

verifies the provenance information to the nodes. Meanwhile 

the attackers is introduced and compromise the packet data. 

The base station then detects the compromised node. 

III. FLOW CHART 

 
Fig. 2: Flowchart 

As shown in the above flow chart, first the topology is created 

with certain number of nodes. Then each and every path in 

the topology is provided with the provenance information 

stored in the header of the packet data. The connection is 

established among the nodes to its neighbouring node guided 

by the path cost. The attacker node introduced attacks certain 

node on the path and compromise the data packet. The base 

station which is provided with all provenance information 

verifies the provenance information and detects the 

compromised node. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Provenance Based Method 

To solve the problem of packet loss attack staged by the 

malicious sensor nodes provenance based method is used. 

Provenance information includes node name, port number 

and path cost. In this method shortest packet is selected for 

the data transfer. Each and every node on the path of data 

packet the provenance information is encoded within the 

bloom filter. At the base station base station decodes the 

provenance and checks the correct path is followed or not. 

This method further extracts and verifies and allows base 

station to detect any sort of packet drop and compromised 

node. 

B. Software Used 

Java: Java has been used as the programming language in this 

paper. Java language is high level programming language in 

which programs are compiled and interpreted. Because of 

object oriented and high performance it is commonly used. 

Here java 1.6 /1.7 version can be used, because highly 

portable and dynamics in nature. 

1) Eclipse 

Eclipse is a programming tool. It is an integrated 

development environment (IDE) which is used in computer 

programming. It is mostly written in java and basically it is 

used to develop java applications. It can also be used in other 

programming language i.e. python Php c, c++ so. 

2) Result: 

a) Sample Connection 

 
Fig 3: Sample Connection 

The above given is the sample connection which gives the 

clear idea of the working of the project. Source has large 

number of data packet collected from numerous sensors. 

After receiving request from the client or base station it sends 

data packet to the base station or node D. In the above sample 

connection four nodes have been chosen. Before it sends data 

each and every node are provided with the provenance 

information which is stored in the header of the packet of the 

data. The provenance information includes port name, 

number, its neighboring node .the path cost is also provided 

to send the data packet through the shortest path .In the above 

diagram A is considered as the source node which sends data 

packet to the base station `D’ .Through the available shortest 

path. The path cost provided are A to B=1, B to C=1, A to 

C=3, C to D =2. The total available path and the distance to 

the base station are given: 

1) A-B-C-D, the total cost of this path is 4 

2) A-C-D, total cost of the second path is 5, which is seen 

in the picture. And shortest path is selected to send the 

data pack .The attacker attacks one of the nodes in the 

shortest path and compromise the original information 

and sends the malicious data to the base station. It is 

designed in such a way that, when the node is attacked 

the traversed path of the attacked node will be seen twice. 

{A (o) - B (o) - C (o)-C (1) - D}.The normal path is 

denoted by 0 and the traversed path of compromised is 

denoted by 1, which will ease is finding the compromised 

node. Every time when we send next message the 

traversed path will be denoted differently and we will be 

able to find the traversed path of compromised node. 

V. GRAPH 

 
Fig. 4: Different Path Cost 

In the above graph two different paths are provided with their 

respective path costs. Path 1 is having path cost 5 whereas 

path 2 is having path cost 4.  Path 2 is the shortest path 

available among three and it is chosen for the data transfer. 

A. Test Cases of the Application 

No Test case 
Expected  

result 
Actual result 

Test 

result 

1 
Topology 

configuration 

Accumulating 

the number of 

nodes and 

node data 

Topology 

acquire 

shaped with 

the provided 

Pass 

2 
connecting of 

nodes 

connecting the 

nodes with 

path cost 

Nodes are 

connected 

Pass 

 

3 
sources node 

send message 

Provenance 

encoded and 

should get 

send along 

with packet. 

Provenance 

sent with 

message 

Pass 

 

4 

Attackers 

intrudes the 

method 

Through 

compromised 

node packet 

should reach 

attacker 

Packet 

reaches 

attacker node 

pass 

5 

Attacker 

sends altered 

packet to the 

attacked node 

compromised 

packet should 

achieve target 

along with 

updated BF 

value 

Customized 

packet 

achieve BS 

Pass 
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6 

BS obtain 

packet 

information 

Through BF 

BS should 

identify 

concession 

node 

BS identifies 

compromised 

node 

Pass 

 

Table 1: Test of Application 

VI. SNAPSHOT 

 
Fig. 5: Snapshot 

In the above snapshot four nodes and the attacker can be seen. 

In the node ‘A’ destination node ‘D’ is selected.  The 

available path is checked and the data is passed through 

shortest path. The data first reaches to attacker node as shown 

in above snapshot. The attacker changes the original data and 

sends to base station. The base station receives the malicious 

data. Meanwhile message is produced which indicates the 

traversed path. When traversed path of any node is seen twice 

it reflects that very node is compromised. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Transmission of data packet through different intermediate 

node is successfully completed. Provenance information 

provides to each and every node, helps to secure the data 

transfer and helps indentifying the problem. The result shows 

that detection of the compromised node is done and data is 

transferred safely avoiding the malicious data. 
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